Specifications for Operating Table (C-ARM COMPATIBLE)
1. Operating Table should be suitable for Orthopedic, Laparoscopic and general surgery
2. Should be C-ARM COMPATIBLE with electro-hydraulic adjustments and along with orthopedic attachments
3. An Operating table with radiolucent tabletop comprising of, Head rest, Back section, seat section with cut out and divided leg plate.
4. Operating table should have remote controlled electro-hydraulic adjustments for different positioning

Technical Specifications
1. Adjustment of Hydraulic positions with indicator on the base and foot pump
2. It should have an electric motor with indication and remote control
3. Additional power backup with internal rechargeable batteries with an external battery charger.
4. Should have X Ray Cassette mounting rail
5. Radiolucent mattress
6. Should provide manually & electrical longitudinal displacement of table top by up to 250 mm, enabling optimized use of X-ray amplifier (C-arm) as well as enlarging the surgeon’s working space with some positioning. (Head and leg section)
7. Provided with integrated body / kidney elevator
8. Should have resilient rubber Mattress with anti-static cover and Anti Microbial agent incorporated.

TECHNICAL DATA:
1. Swivel castors with breaks:
2. Height adjustment
3. Trendelenberg
4. Reverse Trendelenberg
5. Lateral either side
6. Longitudinal displacement
7. Table top slide
8. Swiveling of leg plate
9. Head section
10. Should have Zero positioning of table top from any Trendelenberg / rev. Trendelenberg.
11. Head Rest tilting Up & Down,
12. Should have castor wheels for free mobility with floor lock to fix the table

System Accessories, spares and consumables
1. System as specified
2. Standard Accessories -01
3. Anaesthetic Screen with clamp with telescopic tubes
4. Body restraint strap with clamp
5. Padded Shoulder supports - 02
6. Padded Leg support with swivel type clamp -02
7. Two padded arm rests 450 -500 mm long with two arm clamps.
8. Two Padded Lateral support with universal attachment clamp
9. Two sets of padded resilient, radiolucent rubber Mattress with anti-static cover and Anti Microbial agent incorporated into all components that assists in Prohibiting growth of bacteria & fungi and easy to clean and maintain
10. Side supports: pair with clamps
11. Headrest
12. Infusion rod with clamp,
13. Wider arm Board, which can be fixed to the Table
14. Knee crutches: pair with clamps
15. X-ray cassette tray

**Standards, Safety and Training**
1. Should be USFDA/ CE approved product
2. Manufacturer/Supplier should have ISO certification for Quality standards.

**Terms and Conditions**

1. The firm should ensure to provide at least two year warranty for the equipments.
2. The firm should ensure to provide AMC for next five year after warranty period.
3. The firm should submit rate list of major replaceable parts/spares annually.
4. The firm should satisfy the availability of parts/spares up to next five years.
5. The manufacturer should provide AMC of the equipment directly or through their authorized service partner (not through the dealer).
6. The firm should have wide service network to provide the on site repair of the equipment by factory trained personnel available in DELHI/NCR
7. The firm should ensure adequate stock availability of spare parts for the on site repair for the warranty/AMC period
8. The Manufacturer should provide latest certificate indicating their experience and competency in manufacturing Anaesthesia / OT products.
9. The firm should demonstrate the equipment in working order preferably in DELHI/NCR at their own cost.
10. The firm should provide list of users along with the performance report from at least two government hospitals regarding same model of the equipment.
11. The firm should give an undertaking to certify that they have not supplied the equipments at rates lower than the quoted rates.
12. The Manufacturer Company preferably should quote directly / authorized agents
13. The manufacturer / authorized agents will be preferred, however if the tender is quoted by third authorized firm then they have to submit the original Rs 10/- stamp agreement from the authorized manufacturer/ agent in the name of MS SDNH depicting that the manufacturer / authorized agent will be responsible to ensure the warranty, AMC, after sales services and spare availability of the equipment.
14. The company will be debarred from E tendering in MCD for two years and their EMD will be forfeited, in case it is not able to demonstrate the equipment with in the time frame and also in case of any violation of the terms and conditions mentioned herewith.